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Abstract 

Of late, with immense interest in research field a bunch of studies are being conducted on 

sentiment analysis mostly on English. There remain some studies in Bangla sentiment analysis 

focusing on computational analysis without implementing any guideline. So, this study aims 

firstly to propose a comprehensive linguistic guideline for sentence level sentiment analysis. 

Secondly, annotating Facebook comments by defining the Subjective, Objective and 

polarities—Strongly Positive, Weakly Positive, Strongly Negative, Weakly Negative, Neutral 

of Bangladeshi countrymen following proposed guideline and lastly a comparative analysis of 

five class polarities based on three different timelines. Data were collected through Graph 

API from public pages and profiles and after pre-processing a total of 13,852 sentences were 

selected for further analysis. Total of 50 university students wherein 40 as annotators and 10 

as validators allocating in 10 groups whereases each group comprised of 4 annotators and 1 

validator served to annotate sentiment. These 13,852 sentences were annotated by Group-3 
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of 10 groups. Kappa value of >0.80 was set for inter-annotator agreement. Result shows, the 

highest percentage of 27.76% Strongly Negative sentences which represents the Negativity of 

our society. Further studies should be done finding whys and wherefores rectifying the 

situation by implementing appropriate solution. 

Keywords: Sentiment Analysis, Sentence level, Linguistic guideline, Bengali language, 

Facebook comments 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the last few years, sentiment analysis has drawn attention in the field of research 

unfolding the expressions and opinion of commons hiding in data format (Agarwal et al., 

2015; Solanki, 2019). As mentioned by Mæhlum et al. (2019) detecting the pertinent 

sentiment-bearing sentences is the initial stage of sentiment analysis then to follow a 

conventional distinction as subjective and objective sentences (Wilson, 2008). However, 

there remains some controversy between subjective and objective sentences on bearing 

the sentiment while the prior one having the sentiment (Wilson, 2008) expresses 

personal feelings, views, or beliefs and subsequent one presents facts about the world 

respectively (Mæhlum et.al., 2019). Though Liu (2020) reported that not all subjective 

sentences express sentiment when many objective sentences do. To avoid such issues in 

this study we only analyze the sentiment of subjective sentences get supported from 

Palshikar, Apte & Pandita (2016) mentioning identification of subjective sentences being 

the base to dig out the sentiment. Lastly, it comes to annotate those sentences defining 

the polarities as positive, negative or neutral (Mohammad et al, 2016; Mohammad et al, 

2015) which is similar to annotate words by detecting these sentiments along with the 

intensity like which word have more or least positivity or negativity (Kiritchenko & 

Mohammad, 2017; Kiritchenko & Mohammad, 2018). 

Bangla, being the first language of Bangladesh is also the sixth most spoken language of 

the 268 million native speakers all around the world (Ethnologue, 2019). But, in our 

country sentiment analysis research being a new field attracted the automatic detection 

of sentiments of computational linguistics (detail description in the 2. Related Work) 

without implementing any scheme to follow defining subjectivity, objectivity also the 

polarity—Strongly Positive, Weakly Positive, Strongly Negative, Weakly Negative, 

Neutral.  

Thus, this study aims to analyze the sentiment of Bangladeshi countrymen through 

Facebook comments contributing to the field of Bangla Sentiment Analysis by the 

following: 

1. Proposing a comprehensive linguistic guideline for Bangla sentence level sentiment 

analysis. 

2. Annotating Facebook comments by defining the subjective, objective and the 

polarities—Strongly Positive, Weakly Positive, Strongly Negative, Weakly Negative, 

Neutral of Bangladeshi countrymen following the proposed guideline. 

3. Comparative analysis of five class polarities—Strongly Positive, Weakly Positive, 

Strongly Negative, Weakly Negative, Neutral based on three different timelines. 
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RELATED WORKS 

Sentiment analysis being a widespread and of high applicability, the consideration 

needed to make it easier to choose a relevant sentiment scheme to follow to gain better-

quality annotations is overlooked (Batanović, Cvetanović & Nikolić, 2020). But 

Mohammad (2016) proposed two sentiment annotation schemas solving some 

difficulties like, speaker’s emotional state, sentiment towards different targets of opinion, 

expressions of success/failure of one side versus another, sarcastic texts, quotations, 

rhetorical questions and so on while one scheme is simpler namely the simple sentiment 

questionnaires containing five different categories—positive language, negative 

language, expressions of sarcasm, both positive and negative language, and neither 

positive language nor negative language. A study on sentiment annotation corpus of 

consumer reviews by Toprak, Jakob, & Gurevych (2010) followed by two phases while in 

first, annotation was done on those sentences which were having the relevant topic along 

with the expression of evaluation and in second phase all those sentences from first phase 

were annotated following—they are opinionated or not (expression of subjective 

opinion), have the polar-facts or not (factual information implying evaluation) also 

identifying sources (opinion holders), targets, modifiers, positive/negative polarity and 

strength, and anaphoric expressions. Sentences that are informative, on topic and convey 

some evaluation to determine the sentiment namely sentiment relevance by Scheible and 

Schutze (2013) tagged as subjective or objective. To annotate the polar expression of sub-

sentential level a fine-grained scheme was presented by Van de Kauter, Desmet, & Hoste 

(2015), where explicit and implicit sentiment were differentiated; explicit sentiment 

conveys private states and implicit sentiment is about factual information indicating 

positive or negative evaluation. 

A study on sentence-based annotation of a Modern Standard Arabic newswire sentiment 

dataset by Abdul-Mageed and Diab (2011) employed objective, subjective-positive, 

subjective-negative, and subjective-neutral classes and in their later paper Abdul-Mageed 

and Diab (2012) they eliminated the objective category by adding mixed sentiment 

category. Another study by Al-Twairesh et al. (2017) on annotating a corpus of tweets in 

the Saudi dialect of Arabic, they used five-class sentiment schema including positive, 

negative, mixed, neutral, and indeterminate class.  

A study on multilingual Twitter sentiment on 13 European languages by Mozetič, Grčar, 

& Smailović (2016) used three sentiment classes—positive, negative, and neutral. A 

similar study by Ljajić and Marovac (2019) on Serbian corpus of tweets where they also 

used positive, negative, and neutral classes to evaluating several ways to handle negation. 

Here, we will discuss about some studies conducted on Bangla Sentiment analysis 

wherein most of study are on the view of computational linguistics. As such, a study by 

Salehin, Miah and Islam (2020) on comparative sentiment analysis on Bengali Facebook 

posts where they identified the polarity as Positive, Strong Positive, Negative, Strong 

Negative or Neutral by automatic extraction of sentiment using Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) achieving 

accuracy of 87% for SVM and 77% for Logistic Regression and 72% accuracy of RNN. 
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Another study by Rahman and Dey (2018) on Bangla aspect-based sentiment analysis 

where two Bangla datasets were presented namely Cricket and Restaurant analyzing 

three types of polarities—Positive, Negative and Neutral for both datasets using Support 

Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF) and K-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithms 

achieving F1 0.34, 0.37 and 0.25 for SVM, RF and KNN of Cricket dataset respectively 

while for Restaurant F1 score for SVM, RF and KNN were 0.38, 0.33 and 0.42 respectively. 

A study on polarity detection using multinominal Naïve Bayes by Hossain, Sharif and 

Hoque (2020) where they introduced machine learning-based technique to detect 

sentiment polarities as positive or negative developing 2000 reviews on Bangla books by 

analyzing with several approaches like logistic regression, naïve Bayes, SVM, and SGD. 

Bangla sentiment analysis defining the polarities as positive, negative and neutral 

through transfer learning by using multi-lingual BERT a study by K. I. Islam, M. S. Islam 

and Amin (2020) where they fetched comments from popular Bengali newspaper sites 

from January 2020 to April 2020 and the results showed the higher rate of negative 

comment on political or sports news on the other hand comments on articles regarding 

religion had more positive sentiment. A different approach to analyze Bangla sentiment 

by M. Rahman, Haque and Z. Rahman (2020) detected sentiment as happiness, sadness/ 

Depression, advice, annoyance and neutral on Bangla online sports news comments using 

deep learning algorithms— Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Multilayer Perceptron, 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). And lastly, a recent study by Bhowmik et al. (2021) 

where they detected polarities as positive, negative and neutral on two ABSA datasets—

restaurant and cricket, developed datasets by Rahman and Dey (2018) using lexicon data 

dictionary (LDD) and Bangla Text Sentiment Score (BTSC). 

ANNOTATION SCHEME 

To be a Bangla Sentiment Annotator an individual must have a better understanding of 

Bengali Language. As we do not have any previous study on guideline of sentiment 

analysis for Bengali Language, so in our current study we proposed and followed a 

comprehensive guideline for Bengali sentence level sentiment annotation. They are the 

followings: 

Objective Criteria  

The sentence carrying a fact or a proven, measurable, observable, and verifiable event of 

the world, or information other than any individual’s opinion is objective sentence 

(Mæhlum et. al., 2019; Palshikar et al., 2016). 

For example, 1971 mv‡j evsjv‡`k ¯v̂axbZv AR©b K‡i‡Q| 

uniʃʃo ekat̪t̪or ʃale baŋlad̪eʃ ʃad̪ɦiːnɔt̪a ɔrd͡ʒon koret͡ʃɦe] 

(Bangladesh achieved independence in 1971.) 

Subjective Criteria  

The sentence carrying any individual’s belief, opinion or views is subjective sentence 

(Mæhlum, et. al., 2019; Palshikar et al., 2016). 

For example, kxZj evZv‡m MÖv‡gi meyR avb‡ÿ‡Zi ‡`vjv †`Lvi gRvB Avjv`v| 
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[ʃɨt̪ɔɭ ɓɑʈ̪ɑʃe grameɾ ʃɔɓuːd͡ʒ ɖ̪ɦɑnkɦet̪er ɖ̪ola d̪ekɦɑɾ ɱɔd͡ʒɑi ɑɭɑɖ̪ɑ] 

(It is differently enjoyable to see waves of paddy field in cool breeze.) 

Polarity 

a.  

i. Neutral: Subjective sentence that doesn’t convey any sentiment is Neutral (et al., 2016). 

For example, Avwg ‡f‡ewQjvg ‡jvKwU P‡j wM‡q‡Q| 

[ami bɦebet͡ʃɦilam lokʈi t͡ʃole giyet͡ʃɦe] 

(I thought that the man has gone.) 

ii. Mixed: Presence of both sentiments—positive and negative in a sentence as explicit or 

implicit or having multiple polarities evaluation perplexing the annotator to annotate 

both as Positive or negative will be regarded as Mixed. (Mohammad, 2016; Toprak et al., 

2010). 

For example, 1. ‡Q‡jwU cov‡jLvq fv‡jv wKš‘ Af`ª| 

[t͡ʃɦeleʈi pɔralekɦay bɦalo kintu ɔbɦɔd̪ro] 

(The boy is good in study but rude.) 

For example, 2. ‡g‡qwUi evev †bkvMÖ ’̄ n‡jI gv A‡bK fv‡jv| 

[meyeʈir baba neʃagrost̪ɦo holeo maː ɔnek bɦalo] 

(Though the girl’s father is intoxicated, her mother is very good.) 

b. Strongly Positive: Subjective sentence conveying explicit or implicit positivity with 

modifiers enhancing the intensity of positivity will be regarded as Strongly Positive 

(Mohammad, 2016; Toprak et al., 2010). 

For example, 1. Zvi eB Gev‡ii eB‡gjvi me‡P‡q eo AvKl©Y| 

[ʈ̪ar boi eɓarer boimelar ʃɔbt͡ʃeʏe bɔɾo akorʃon] 

(His book is the biggest attraction of this book fair.)  

For example, 2. Avgvi gv‡qi nv‡Zi wcVv GKevi †L‡j †hb mvivRxeb gy‡L †j‡M _vK‡e| 

[amar mae̯r ɦaːt̪er piʈɦa ekbaɽ kɦele d͡ʒeno ʃaɽad͡ʒibon mukɦe lege t̪ɦakbe] 

(The cake made by my mother is so tasty that it is not forgettable.) 

Sometimes there may not remain any modifier to define as Strongly Positive.  

For example, 3. GZw`‡b Zvi †KvjRy‡o mšÍvb Gj| 

[et̪od̪ine t̪ar kol d͡ʒure ʃɔnt̪an elo] 

(Finally, she gave birth to a baby.) 

c. Weakly Positive: Subjective sentence conveying explicit or implicit positivity with no 

modifiers to enhance the intensity of positivity will be regarded as Weakly Positive 

(Mohammad, 2016; Toprak et al., 2010). 
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For example, 1. ‡Q‡jwU fv‡jv †L‡j| 

[t͡ʃeleʈi ɓɦalo kɦele] 

(The boy plays well) 

For example, 2. ‡g‡qwU my›`i Qwe G‡K‡Q| 

[meyeʈi ʃundor t͡ʃoɓi eket͡ʃɦe] 

(The girl has drawn nice picture.) 

d. Strongly Negative: Subjective sentence conveying explicit or implicit negativity with 

modifiers enhancing the intensity of negativity will be regarded as Strongly Negative 

(Mohammad, 2016; Toprak et al., 2010). 

For example, Amr m½ †c‡q †Q‡jwUi Rxeb G‡Kev‡i aŸsm n‡q †Mj| 

[ɔʃɔt̪ ʃɔŋgo peye t͡ʃeleʈir d͡ʒibon ekebare d̪ɦɔŋʃo hoye gelo] 

(The boy’s life has ruined because of bad company.)  

Sometimes there may not remain any modifier to define as Strongly Negative.  

For example, †g‡qwUi e„× evev webv wPwKrmvq gviv †Mj| 

[meyeʈir brid̪d̪ɦo baba bina t͡ʃikiʈʃay mara gelo] 

(The girl’s old father died without treatment.) 

e. Weakly Negative: Subjective sentence conveying explicit or implicit negativity with no 

modifiers to enhance the intensity of negativity will be regarded as Weakly Negative 

(Mohammad, 2016; Toprak et al., 2010). 

For example, 1. wRwbmc‡Îi `vg w`bw`b ‡e‡o P‡j‡Q| 

[d͡ʒiniʃpɔt̪rer d̪aːm d̪iːn d̪iːn berei tʃ͡olet͡ʃɦe] 

(The price of commodities are rising day by day.)  

For example, 2. AveR©bvi ¯‘c †_‡K ỳM©Ü Qov‡”Q| 

[abord͡ʒɔnar st̪uːp t̪ɦeke d̪urgɔnd̪ɦo t͡ʃɦɔrat͡ʃt͡ʃɦe] 

(Bad smell is spreading from garbage.) 

Underlying Factors 

The following are some underlying factors to define the subjective, objective and the 

polarity of sentence: 

i. Dominant sentiment: Falling in one group the emotional state and opinion of the 

speaker, and description of the events are aimed to only identify the dominant sentiment 

of the sentence as reported by Mohammad (2016) speaker expressing opinion on more 

than one target may cause trouble to identify the dominant one. 

a. When the speech or statement is someone else’s, that ought to be taken as 

consideration to analyze sentiment. 
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For example, wkïwU e‡j DV‡jv- Avgvi evev-gv †bB ZvB wfÿv Kwi| 

[ʃiʃuʈi bole uʈɦlo-amar baba-ma nei t̪ai bɦikkɦa kori]→ Negative 

(The child said, I beg because I have no parents.) 

ii. Habit: As a fact, habit should be considered as Objective. Or else, subjectivity will be 

determined relying on verbs (as usual). 

For example: `v`y cÖwZw`b mKv‡j cwÎKv c‡ob| 

[d̪ad̪u prot̪id̪in ʃɔkale pot̪rika pɔren] → Objective 

(Grandfather reads newspaper every morning.) 

Though it seems subjective on first seen, but here habit is expressed as fact and as a 

habitual truth these sentences will be regarded as Objective. 

For example: 1. ‡jvKwU mPivPi GB c_ w`‡qB hvq| 

[lokʈi ʃɔt͡ʃorat͡ʃor ei pɔt̪ɦ d̪iyei d͡ʒaːy] → Objective  

(The man usually goes through this way.) 

In this sentence the word ‘mPivPi’ (usually) conveys an individual’s habit and again as a 

fact habit is regarded as Objective. 

iii. Speaker’s view: As an annotator one must have unbiased attitude on speaker’s views 

or private (internal) state of mind evaluating the language being used not the views 

(Palshikar, Apte and Pandita, 2016). Not having any motive for behind the context or 

underlying factors an annotator’s role is likely to perform as machine. 

For example: gv¯‹ ci‡jB ‡Zv Avi K‡ivbv †_‡K evuPv hvq bv | 

[mask porlei t̪o ar kɔrona t̪ɦeke bãt͡ʃã d͡ʒaːy na] → Negative 

(Corona cannot be prevented wearing mask only.) 

As in this sentence the speaker is criticizing or judging something negatively so 

undoubtedly this sentence conveys negativity. 

a. Emphasizing on the semantics context, an annotator’s role not to consider any person’s 

or entity’s name and background. 

For example: ‡Q‡jwU fv‡jv dzUej †L‡j| 

[t͡ʃɦeleʈi bɦalo pɦuːtbɔl kɦele] → Positive 

(The boy plays football well.) 

b. High dependency or satisfaction on something will be regarded as Positive sentiment. 

For example: hZ LveviB _vKzK, fvZ Qvov Avgvi P‡jB bv| 

[d͡ʒɔt̪o kɦabar-i t̪ɦakuk, bɦaːt t͡ʃɦara amar t͡ʃɔlei na] → Positive 

(Although there is plenty of food, I want the rice most importantly.) 
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c. An annotator has to focus on speaker’s perspectives whether that sentence conveys not 

justifying on annotator’s personal belief or view. 

For example: wewo wmMv‡i‡Ui †avqv Avgvi Lye fv‡jv jv‡M| 

[biri sigareʈer d̪ɦoya amar kɦub bɦalo lage] → Positive 

(I like smoke of cigarettes very much.) 

We will always annotate the sentences depending on the speaker’s perspectives like here, 

liking to be smoking is likely to indicate Positive feeling. 

d. Sentences conveying success or failure in regard to another side. 

For example, 1. evn&! evsjv‡`k kÖxjsKv‡K 20 iv‡b nvwi‡q‡Q| 

(Bravo! Bangladesh defeated Srilangka by 20 runs.) 

This sentence is positive since there remains a positive expression ‘evn&! ’. 

For example, 2. evsjv‡`k KvZv‡ii Kv‡Q 3 †Mv‡j †n‡i‡Q| 

[baŋlad̪eʃ kat̪arer kat͡ʃɦe t̪in gole heret͡ʃɦe] → Negative 

(Bangladesh has lost to Qatar by 3 goals.)  

Both sentences have the same perspective—Bangladesh and sentiment will be annotated 

by identifying the dominant sentiment of the sentence not how the annotator gets 

dominated by the statement. 

iv. Sentiment of questions: All the general questions will be Neutral. 

For example, 1. Zzwg wK Avgvi mv‡_ hv‡e? 

[t̪umi ki amar ʃat̪ɦe d͡ʒabe] → Neutral 

(Will you go with me?) 

But as mentioned by Mohammad (2016) some rhetorical questions—a question that 

someone asks without expecting an answer conveying frustration and disappointment 

can be annotated as negative. 

For example, 2. I wK g‡`i †bkv Qvo‡e bv? 

[o ki mɔd̪er neʃa t͡ʃarbe na] → Weakly negative 

(Won’t he abstain from alcohol addiction?)  

For example, 3. evsjv‡`‡ki weR‡q Avgiv wK UvBMvi‡`i Awfb›`b Rvbv‡ev bv? 

[baŋlad̪eʃer bid͡ʒɔye amra ki ʈaigard̪er obɦinɔndon d͡ʒanabo na] → Weakly Positive 

(Won’t we congratulate the tigers in the victory of Bangladesh (team)?  

iv. Comparison, a difference between two entities, i.e, persons, objects, places, or opinion 

conveying subjectivity or opinion of a person also the polarity as negative, positive and 

neutral (Palshikar et al., 2016).  

For example, 1. ivwkqv evsjv‡`‡ki †_‡K AvqZ‡b A‡bK eo| 
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[raʃiya baŋlad̪eʃer t̪ɦeke aːyt̪one ɔnek bɔro] → Objective 

(Russia is larger in size than Bangladesh?) 

For example, 2. Zzwg †Zv Ii †_‡K j¤̂v| 

[t̪umi t̪o or t̪ɦeke lɔmba] → Positive 

(You are taller than him.)  

For example, 3. gv‡qi †_‡K evev †ewk Av`i K‡i| 

[mayer t̪ɦeke baba beʃi ad̪or kɔre] → Positive 

(Father cares more than mother.) 

For example, 4. Ab¨me wel‡qi †_‡K As‡K A‡bK b¤̂i Kg †c‡q‡Q| 

[onno ʃɔb biʃɔyer t̪ɦeke ɔŋke ɔːnek nombor kɔm peyet͡ʃɦe] → Negative 

(He obtained marks in math much lower than other subjects.) 

v. Impact of tense: A major part to define polarity is the tense of that sentence (Palshikar 

et al., 2016). As example, when simple past sentence is a proven fact only then it is 

Objective. 

For example, 1. evsjv‡`k MZ wek^Kv‡c 2q ivDÛ ch©šÍ wM‡qwQj| 

[baŋlad̪eʃ gɔt̪o biʃʃokaːpe d̪it̪iyo rauːnɖ pord͡ʒont̪o giyet͡ʃɦilo] → Objective 

(Bangladesh reached 2nd round in the last world cup.) (simple past) 

But Past tense denoting information can be annotated as Objective and when it is future 

tense denoting strongness of the sentiment. 

For example, 2.  ‡Q‡jwU evievi cixÿvq †dj K‡i| 

[t͡ʃɦeleʈi barbar porikkɦay pɦeːl kɔre] → Subjective - Negative 

(The boy fails in the examination repeatedly.) (Simple present) 

For example, 3. ‡Q‡jwU Avevi cixÿvq †dj Ki‡e| 

[t͡ʃɦeleʈi abar porikkɦay pɦel korbe] → Subjective - Strongly Negative 

(The boy will fail in the examination again.) (Simple future) 

A simple future sentence always coveys the intensity of feeling of positivity or negativity.  

For example, ‡Q‡jwU cixÿvq fv‡jv Ki‡e| 

[t͡ʃɦeleʈi porikkɦay bɦalo korbe] → Subjective - Strongly positive 

(The boy will do well in the examination.) 

vi. Supplications and requests: Supplications and requests of a sense of fostering and 

support can be annotated as Positive, though in some negative context many of sentences 

that bear positive supplications to God or positive requests to human being (Mohammad, 

2016). 

For example, 1. Avjøvn Avgv‡`i mnvq †nvb| 
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[allaːh amad̪er ʃɔhay hon] → Positive  

(May the Almighty help us.) 

For example, 2. Avmyb mK‡j wg‡j MvQ jvMvB cwi‡ek evuPvB| 

[aʃuːn, ʃɔkole mile gaːt͡ʃɦ lagai, poribeʃ bãt͡ʃai] → Positive  

(Let us plant trees and protect the environment.) 

For example, 3. `qv K‡i Gev‡ii gZ Mixe‡`i m¤ú` AvZ¥mvr Ki‡eb bv| 

[d̪ɔya kore ebarer mɔt̪o goribd̪er ʃɔmpɔd at̪t̪oʃad̪ɦ korben na] → Negative  

(Please do not embezzle wealth of the poor for this time.) 

If there remains both positivity and negativity, we will find the context that conveys the 

relevant information. 

vii. Negation of sentiment: When dominant word or phrase conveys one (primary) 

sentiment associated with its negative connotation (i.e., no, not), at that moment the 

sentence denotes the opposite of that primary sentiment. 

For example, 1. GB KvR Kiv DwPr bq| 

[ei kad͡ʒ kɔra ut͡ʃit̪ nɔy] → Negative 

(The work should not be done.) 

For example, 2.  Kv‡iv Ag½j Kvgbv K‡iv bv| 

[karo ɔmoŋgol kamona koro na] → Positive   

(Do not imprecate anyone.) 

Here, prefix makes the negation but double negation causes positiveness. 

vii. Democratic view: Democratic view, to consider the decision what most people agree 

though an individual can get that sentence as the opposite. 

For example, GwZg wkïB ey‡S gv-evevi gg©| 

[et̪im ʃiʃuːi buːd͡ʒɦe ma-babar mɔrmo] → Negative 

(Only an orphan can understand the meaning of parents.) 

The annotator could get this sentence’s sentiment as positive but if most people label it 

as a negative sentiment, then label it as a negative sentiment too. 

METHODOLOGY 

A flow chart is presented below showing the procedures of methodology where, data 

inclusion and preprocessing took six months, to create a comprehensive linguistic 

guideline for sentence annotation it took two months and annotation took another six 

months.  
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Figure 1. Methodology 

Data Inclusion 

Graph API was used to collect data from Facebook. Starting from January 2018 to the end 

of September 2020 comments from public pages were fetched. 

Data Pre-processing 

i. Domain Tagging: All the collected data were tagged manually by the following 

domains—Politics, Law and Order, Business and Economics, Science and Technology, 

Sports, Education, Culture, Health and Lifestyle. 

ii. Filtration: Filtration was implemented manually tagged as good or wrong selecting 

sentence—one sentence as good and more than one as wrong respectively. After that a 

total 13,852 sentences were filtered/selected for further processing. 

iii. Punctuation Marks Removal: Punctuation marks were removed for the actual term 

frequency values of a text. 
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Figure 2. Data Inclusion Timeline 

 

iv. Tokenization: Each word of a sentence being as a token, tokenization is a must to 

measure the term frequency and here tokenizer was used to tokenize all the collected 

data. 

v. Others: Some other issues like, misspellings correction, removal of emoticons, 

unnecessary spaces, URLs, foreign letters and stickers were implemented manually.  

Annotation Procedures 

i. Using of Tool: To annotate sentences a developed tool namely Annotator Management 

System (AMS) was used where it was possible to see the entire review allowing to judge 

the sentences as in WebAnno used by Mæhlum et. al. (2019). 

ii. Annotators and Validators: Total of 40 undergraduate students as annotators majoring 

in Communication Disorders and Linguistics allocating 4 in each group by developing 10 

groups served to annotate data where 10 MSS/MA students as validators allocating 1 for 

each group majoring in Communication Disorders and Linguistics served to validate data 

to achieve gold standard. These 13,852 sentences were annotated and validated by one 

of the groups—Group 3, where each sentence was annotated by 4 of the annotators then 

validated by the validator only when at least 3 of the annotators had the same annotation 

otherwise the validator would review the sentence then annotate. 

iii. Training of the Annotators and Validators: Annotators and validator were trained 

through a fine-grained annotation guideline described in section 2 (Annotation Scheme) 

under the direct supervision of a Linguist. 

iv. Inter-annotator Agreement: Kappa calculation was used to judge the agreement 

defining the subjective, objective and the polarities—Strongly Positive, Weakly Positive, 

Strongly Negative, Weakly Negative and Neutral of the sentences.  Annotators and 

validator reaching the Kappa value of >0.80 was implied for the agreement while we get 

informed by Abdul-Mageed and Diab (2011) achieving Kappa value of 0.823 for Objective, 
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Subjective-Positive, Subjective-Negative, and Subjective-Neutral classes and in another 

paper Abdul-Mageed and Diab (2012) they achieved Kappa values of 0.790 and 0.793 for 

Arabic Wikipedia talk pages and Arabic web forums respectively eradicating Objective 

category by introducing Mixed sentiment category. A study by Al-Twairesh et al. (2017) 

achieving moderate level of annotation agreement between three annotators having a 

Kappa value of 0.60 on five-class sentiments—positive, negative, mixed, neutral, and 

indeterminate class. 

RESULTS  

Our objective was to annotate Facebook comments by defining the subjectivity, 

objectivity, and the polarities—Strongly Positive (SP), Weakly Positive (WP), Strongly 

Negative (SN), Weakly Negative (WN), Neutral (NU) of Bangladeshi countrymen 

following a proposed guideline presented in 3. Annotation scheme with a comparative 

analysis of five class polarities based on three different timelines. By the starting of 

January 2018 to the end of September 2020 fetching Facebook comments from public 

profiles and pages, implementing filtration 13,852 sentences were selected to annotate, 

where firstly we differentiated those sentences into Subjective and Objective then 

detection of polarities—SP, WP, SN, WN, NU was made. Table 1 is presented below to 

show the frequency and percentage (%) of our result. 

Table 1. Frequency and Percentage of Polarities 

Polarity Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Positive 2050 14.80 

Weakly Positive 1850 13.35 

Strongly Negative 3846 27.76 

Weakly Negative 3566 25.74 

Neutral 2540 18.33 

Total 13852  

 

From Table 1 we come to know that 2050 (14.80%) sentences were SP, 1850 (13.35%) 

sentences were WP, 3846 (27.76%) sentences were SN holding the highest rate, 3566 

(25.74%) sentences were WN holding the second highest rate, and 2540 (18.33%) 

sentences were NU. 

Reporting the polarities of 2018 timeline from the Table 2 securing the highest rate 

among the five polarities 34.57% (1502) sentences are SN sentence while only 15.05% 

(654) is SP sentences. Again, when 25.96% (1128) sentences are WN, only 10.08% (438) 

sentences are WP. Lastly, the percentage of Neutrality of sentences are 14.31% (622). 

Table 2. Frequency and Percentage of Polarities of 2018 Timeline 

Polarity Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Positive 654 15.05 

Weakly Positive 438 10.08 

Strongly Negative 1502 34.57 

Weakly Negative 1128 25.96 

Neutral 622 14.31 
Total 4344  
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Figure 3. Polarities of 2018 Timeline 

In the year of 2019, getting quiet same result as before presented in Table 3, 33.27% 

(985) sentences are WN while 14.72% (436) are WP. When it comes for the SP and SN, 

we get informed that 12.67% (375) sentences are positive, and 20.03% (593) sentences 

are negative. Lastly, the percentage of Neutrality of sentences are 19.29% (571). 

Table 3. Frequency and Percentage of Polarities of 2019 Timeline 

Polarity Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Positive 375 12.67 
Weakly Positive 436 14.72 

Strongly Negative 593 20.03 

Weakly Negative 985 33.27 

Neutral 571 19.29 

Total 2960  

 

Figure 4. Polarities of 2019 Timeline 
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Finally, the polarities of 2020 timeline where again securing the highest rate SN sentences 

are of 26.74% (1751) while 15.59% (1021) are SP. Similarly, WN sentences outpaced the 

rate of WP sentences achieving 22.18% (1453) and 14.90% (976) respectively. And the 

percentage of Neutrality of sentences are 20.57% (1347). 

Table 4. Frequency and Percentage of Polarities of 2020 Timeline 

Polarity Frequency Percentage (%) 

Strongly Positive 1021 15.59 

Weakly Positive 976 14.90 

Strongly Negative 1751 26.74 
Weakly Negative 1453 22.18 

Neutral 1347 20.57 

Total 6548  

 

 

Figure 5. Polarities of 2020 Timeline 

When it comes to present the annotated polarity of sentences of the year 2018, 2019 and 

2020 there, we may find some trend or similarity and dissimilarity. The Table 5 presented 

below is of the comparison of polarities of three different timelines. The three different 

timelines we considered to analyze sentiment manually are presented below following 

the year: 

Table 5. Comparison of Polarities among 2018, 2019 & 2020 timeline 

Year 
Polarity (%) 

2018 2019 2020 

Strongly Positive 15.05 12.67 15.59 
Weakly Positive 10.08 14.72 14.90 

Strongly Negative 34.57 20.03 26.74 
Weakly Negative 25.96 33.27 22.18 

Neutral 14.31 19.29 20.57 
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As shown is Table 5 the rate of SP of 2018 decreases from 15.05% to 12.67% in the 2019 

but in the year 2020 SP regains it position achieving 15.59%. WP, in the year of 2018 

having 10.08% increases its rate to 14.72% and 14.90% in the year 2019 and 2020 

respectively.  

When we look up on the rate of SN, we get to know that in the year 2018 having 34.57% 

decreases to 20.03% in 2019 while in the year 2020 achieving 26.74% a higher rate than 

of 2019 but lower than of 2018. WN, in the year of 2018 having 25.96% increases its rate 

to 33.27% but in the year 2020 achieving 22.18% falls behind from the previous as 

lowest.  

Lastly, to report the rate of Neutrality of three different timelines, in the year 2018 having 

14.31% increases its rate to 19.29% and 20.57% for the year 2019 and 2020 respectively.  

A comparison of polarities among the years of 2018, 2019 and 2020 timeline are 

presented in Table 5 and as shown in this table we are bound to say that the negativity in 

Bangladeshi society is on the uprise. Reporting the year 2018’s where SN is on the highest 

rate (34.57%), then in second WN, in third SP, in fourth NU and WP is in the least. Similar 

scenario is also shown in the year of 2019 where WN is on the highest (33.27%), in second 

SN, in third NU, in fourth WP and SP is in the least. Lastly, for the year 2020, the year of 

deadliest severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) which is 

commonly known as COVID-19 (A. Remuzzi & G. Remuzzi, 2020), here as expected we 

have the same result as before where SN is on the highest rate (26.74%), WN in second, 

NU in third, SP is in fourth and WP in the least. A study of Bangla sentiment analysis on 

comments from popular Bengali newspaper sites by K. I. Islam, M. S. Islam and Amin 

(2020) where the result shows a higher rate of Negative sentiments of 24% of political 

news while only 10% is Positive. Same result for sports news also showing 38% of 

negative sentiments while only 10% is Positive which is consistent with the current 

study. But according to K. I. Islam, M. S. Islam and Amin (2020), when it comes for the 

religious news diverting the secured position of Negative as highest, the Positive 

sentiment has gained the that position of 50% while only 8% is negative. This may a result 

of religious piousness of commons of Indian subcontinent. A recent study by Bhowmik et. 

al. (2021) on detecting sentence polarity using two developed data sets—restaurant and 

cricket by Rahman and Dey (2018) where the result shows 61.58% Negative polarity on 

cricket data set whereases Positive was 15.60% and for the restaurant data set 62.86% 

was Positive polarity while 14.08% was Negative. 

CONCLUSION 

Facebook, being one of the most popular social networks becomes an integral part of our 

daily living holds a leading part of our society outrunning the traditional social 

boundaries all around the world including Bangladesh. As a social being, human have the 

capacity to judge the social circumstances based on positivity, negativity or neutrality and 

as mentioned before Facebook being a part of our society, people share their views, 

thoughts or opinions here by sharing post or commenting. In this study we consider 

comments of Facebook of public pages and profiles in Bangladesh analyzing those 

comments that denote people’s views, thoughts or opinions expressing sentiments as 
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Strongly Positive, Weakly Positive, Strongly Negative, Weakly Negative and Neutral. 

Relying on our proposed annotation scheme firstly to define subjectivity and objectivity 

then to detect the five class polarities our result shows containing of 3846 sentences of 

13,852 holding the highest percentage of 27.76%, Strongly Negative sentences are on the 

lead indicating the firm position of Negativity in our society. However, further study 

should be done empathizing the social aspect of sentiment by finding the reasons behind 

also to pave the way to divert our negativity to positive. 
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